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INTRODUCTION

Many of today’s biggest global challenges reflect failures of collective action in providing global public goods. When it comes to preventing pandemic disease, climate change, or weapons proliferation, there are strong incentives for national governments not to cooperate to provide optimal levels of global public goods. In order to better understand those incentives in the context of global health challenges, leading categories for distinguishing different types of global public goods ought to be re-conceptualized as highlighting different stages of production of global public goods. While the conventional wisdom remains that wider participation is essentially an obstacle to effective collective action, leveraging the contributions of diverse actors can contribute to catalyzing the effective provision of global public goods.

This article advances a new analytical approach to the challenge of providing global public goods that highlights the distinct problems of innovation, financing, and compliance. Part I analyzes the major obstacles to providing global public goods and the existing frameworks for conceptualizing these obstacles. Part II uses existing frameworks to analyze several specific global health challenges in order to gain insight into the different dimensions of global public goods production and the growing role of non-state actors in providing global public goods. Part III introduces an alternative approach to conceptualizing global public goods and highlights its implications for governance and global public goods.

I. CATEGORIZING GLOBAL PUBLIC GOODS

Recent scholarship has highlighted the significant institutional and legal obstacles involved in the provision of global public goods, but such
problems have been recognized for many years. The concept of public goods was first highlighted three centuries ago by David Hume. He identified what has come to be known as the “free rider” problem: the incentive for an individual to “free himself of the trouble and expense, and . . . lay the whole burden on others.” Since that time, the concept of public goods has been elaborated upon by many leading economic thinkers. Adam Smith recognized the existence of certain goods

which though they may be in the highest degree advantageous to a great society are, however, of such a nature that the profits could never repay the expense to any individual or small number of individuals, and which it therefore cannot be expected that any individual or small number of individuals should erect.

The challenge with such public goods is that there are weaker incentives for private provision because their benefits generally cannot be made excludable and their consumption generally cannot be made exclusive.

The challenge of providing public goods is commonly viewed as becoming increasingly difficult as the number of participants involved expands. This view reflects Mancur Olson’s work on collective action problems and his conclusion that the obstacles to cooperation increase along with the number of participants whose cooperation is required. Olson found that only small groups, or those groups with selective incentives, will collectively organize. The larger the group, Olson argued, the “farther it will fall short in providing the optimal amount of a collective good.” Even today, the conventional wisdom reflects his view that wider participation generally makes the provision of public goods less likely.
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National governments often overcome these challenges by stepping in and providing many important public goods at the national level, but at the global level, the lack of effective governance multiplies the challenge of collective action. Twenty-five years ago, Charles Kindelberger highlighted the fact that in a world without effective governance, it was unclear who would ensure the provision of global public goods. Contemporary economists continue to identify the lack of any “governmental mechanisms” for the provision of global public goods as the key obstacle to overcoming this market failure. The limited capacity of existing international institutions allows many national governments to free-ride rather than contribute and constrains progress on many key global public goods challenges.

In response to these challenges, scholars have sought to categorize different types of global public goods in order to better understand the major obstacles to their provision. One of the most ambitious attempts to categorize global public goods was outlined by Scott Barrett in his book *Why Cooperate?: The Incentive to Supply Global Public Goods*. Barrett points out that some global public goods can be supplied only if every country cooperates, some global public goods demand the cooperation only of certain countries, and some require only the best effort of a single country. For “weakest-link” global public goods, which require the participation of every country for success, Barrett offers the example of smallpox elimination. In the case of smallpox, unless the population of every single country was successfully vaccinated, no country would benefit from the elimination of the threat posed by the disease. For “aggregate effort” global public goods, which require cooperation by some but not all countries, he offers the example of climate change mitigation. Without the major emitters reducing their emissions, reducing greenhouse gas production is unlikely to succeed, but it does not necessarily require all countries to participate in order to do so. For “single best-effort” global public goods, which may require action only by a single country, Barrett offers the example of deflecting an asteroid to prevent a collision with the Earth.
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One country could develop the technology needed to protect against the planetary threat of an asteroid and provide a global public good that might protect all of humanity.

Barrett’s typology is an extremely valuable contribution to analyzing how different kinds of global public goods might require different types of institutional responses to ensure adequate provision. Yet it suffers from two important weaknesses that can undercut its capacity to be translated into effective institutional design. First, many global public goods do not fit into only one of the categories which Barrett outlines. Indeed, in different parts of his book, vaccines emerge as a weakest-link public good, in terms of the difficulty of eliminating diseases in failing states; 13 a single best-effort public good, in terms of the discovery of vaccines; 14 and as an aggregate effort public good, in terms of financing mass vaccination campaigns. 15 Second, Barrett’s account focuses almost exclusively on the role of states but in the twenty-first century it is non-state actors who are increasingly central to ensuring the provision of global public goods.

Looking at specific global health challenges, the difficulty in fitting different global public goods into neat categories becomes even clearer. In fact, many important global health challenges have the qualities of weakest-link, aggregate effort, and single best-effort public goods all at the same time. Instead of viewing these categories as referring only to different types of global public goods, it is more helpful to view them as highlighting different stages of the production of global public goods. In the context of global health, innovation often requires only a single best-effort, while the financing of global public goods generally requires an aggregate effort, and compliance depends upon overcoming the challenge of the weakest-link. Understood in this way, these categories can be even more valuable in thinking about the type of governance structures which are required to ensure the provision of global public goods. At the same time, a clearer focus on these distinct production stages of global public goods reveals the limits of state-centric approaches and highlights the need to better incorporate the role of non-state actors into an analysis of global public goods.
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II. GLOBAL HEALTH AND GLOBAL PUBLIC GOODS

Over the last decade, the framework of global public goods has increasingly been applied to analyze global health challenges. While many important global health issues cannot easily be categorized as global public goods challenges, controlling emerging infectious diseases and entirely eradicating diseases both lend themselves to such an analysis. The prevention and containment of infectious or communicable diseases is a classic case of a global public good. A new strain of influenza, for example, could cause tremendous loss of life in all countries around the world. Eradicating a communicable disease, such as polio, is a special case which holds enormous potential global benefits. Eradicating polio and combating pandemic flu reveal the difficulty in categorizing specific global health challenges as different types of global public goods and highlight the increasingly important role of non-state actors in the provision of global public goods.

A. Polio

Polio eradication is at once a single best-effort, an aggregate effort, and a weakest-link global public good. Successful vaccination campaigns in Latin America catalyzed the launch of a Global Polio Eradication Initiative in 1988, which sought to build on the successful model of smallpox eradication. Tremendous progress since that time has been based on the discovery of a vaccine many decades earlier, the financial contributions of diverse donors, and the incorporation of decentralized approaches to ensuring compliance. Despite significant gains in recent years, complete polio eradication is not yet a reality.

The current polio vaccine was invented by a single scientist, funded by a single nation, and reflects the characteristics of a “single best-effort” global public good. President Franklin D. Roosevelt, who himself suffered from the disease, helped to establish the United States National Foundation

for Infantile Paralysis in 1938.20 The National Foundation lavishly financed a number of top scientists, including Dr. Jonas Salk who invented a vaccine after nearly a decade of focused research on polio.21 The National Foundation also conducted the Salk Vaccine Field Trials, involving nearly two million children in the United States, to test the efficacy of the vaccine.22 Without unprecedented investment by a single institutional actor in a single country, the polio vaccine, which is now so central to global eradication efforts, might not exist and certainly would have taken much longer to be developed.

In terms of financing the eradication of polio, the ongoing challenge reflects the characteristics of an aggregate effort public good. Given the extremely high ratio of global benefit to the cost of disease eradication, one might expect that it would be among the easiest global public goods for which to secure financing. Yet even smallpox took nearly two centuries to eradicate. The international community struggled to raise the financing needed to complete the campaign to eliminate smallpox because the World Health Organization (WHO) lacked the authority to compel contributions from member states.23 Similarly with polio, the WHO found that the lack of adequate finance poses “the single greatest threat to realizing the historic eradication goal.”24 The polio eradication campaign was ultimately able to fund a comprehensive global response only because of significant contributions by non-state actors.25 The Rotary Club became one of the most important donors to the initiative, contributing approximately $1 billion to the effort.26 In more recent years, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has stepped into a key financing role and catalyzed renewed interest among many other donors.27

Although the polio eradication campaign made enormous progress in its early years, efforts to secure the level of compliance necessary to eliminate the disease display weakest-link characteristics. Eliminating the last one percent of cases has proven enormously difficult and a resurgence
of polio quadrupled the number of cases between 2001 and 2005.\textsuperscript{28} An important contributor to this reversal was the decision by several states in northern Nigeria to suspend their vaccination campaigns after some religious leaders endorsed rumors that the polio vaccine caused infertility.\textsuperscript{29} In the wake of this reversal of progress, community ownership of immunization programs became a major priority in many areas of high non-compliance. After an outbreak in India, the Global Polio Eradication Initiative began successfully working with informal social networks and training community members as local champions.\textsuperscript{30} In India, religious leaders endorsed the vaccination campaign and thousands of women were recruited to spread the message door-to-door as part of an overall effort by 2.3 million vaccinators to successfully vaccinate 900 million children in 2011. As of the beginning of 2012, India was removed from the list of endemic countries but polio remains a serious challenge in countries such as Nigeria, Pakistan, and Afghanistan.\textsuperscript{31}

The example of polio highlights how a single global health challenge can at once reflect the characteristics of single best-effort, aggregate effort, and weakest-link public goods. Viewing these categories as reflecting the different stages of global public goods production offers greater understanding of the unique challenges involved in each stage of production. The challenge of polio eradication reveals the growing importance of non-state actors at each stage: from the discovery of the polio vaccine, to the resource mobilization for polio eradication, to successful vaccination campaigns in hard to reach communities.

B. Pandemic Flu

Among global health challenges, an emerging flu virus is one of the deadliest potential threats for which global collective action is required. In the United States alone, the Spanish influenza virus in the early twentieth century infected more than a quarter of the population and killed two and a half percent of all those infected.\textsuperscript{32} Although the most recent new flu strain proved less deadly than feared, it could well be a precursor to future mutations that pose a much greater threat. Without significantly improved
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disease surveillance and tailored treatments, it will be extremely difficult to respond to an emerging flu virus. The different challenges involved in combating pandemic flu reflect the characteristics of single best-effort, aggregate effort, and weakest-link global public goods.

Global surveillance of new strains of the flu virus highlights the weakest-link characteristics of pandemic flu. In 2003, the SARS crisis demonstrated the inadequacy of the existing legal framework for responding to emerging global health challenges. Article 21(a) of the Constitution of the WHO authorizes the adoption of regulations regarding “sanitary and quarantine requirements and other procedures designed to prevent the international spread of disease.” At the time, the WHO was only allowed to rely on national governments for confirmation of an outbreak within a given country. Amidst growing evidence of cases originating within China, the Chinese government refused to reveal that it had any cases of SARS. China did not even have a clear legal obligation to report these cases because the existing regulations did not adequately encompass new and emerging diseases. Under that system, the WHO was entirely dependent on voluntary compliance by states in reporting outbreaks.

In the wake of SARS, the WHO dramatically overhauled the International Health Regulations in order to better cope with the weakest-link problem posed by the threat of emerging diseases. As a result, the WHO no longer needs to rely exclusively on state reporting and can utilize other sources of data, including information from non-state actors who are now integrated into the treaty’s surveillance functions. In addition, national governments are now obligated to report “all events that may constitute a public health emergency of international concern.” The regulations include an affirmative obligation for states to develop and maintain the capacity to detect, assess, and report new epidemics. Despite
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these improvements, the first major test of the new regulations, in 2009, was less than a resounding success.40

The challenge of financing the global response to pandemic flu reflects the characteristics of an aggregate effort global public good. While much of the global focus to date has been on surveillance and reporting, less attention has been given to the role of treatment in slowing or containing an emerging pandemic.41 Recent research has found that important spillover benefits exist for flu treatments, which create some incentive for wealthy countries to pay for treatment in low-income countries.42 While the most cost-effective approach would be for wealthy countries to provide medicines only to countries in which there is an active outbreak, this might not be feasible in a fast-moving pandemic and contributions to countries in proportion to their population could also be cost-effective.43 A further challenge raised by the prospect of treatment is that some countries, such as Indonesia, have previously refused to share virus samples with international authorities without guarantees they would receive an adequate supply of antivirals.44 Although this dispute prompted new guidelines by the WHO, providing for the sharing of viruses and vaccines, there is still no clear obligation for any country to share treatments with another country.45 Without a more effective aggregate effort to finance a global response, it is unlikely that the necessary level of global cooperation with respect to information sharing will be achieved.

Unlike surveillance and financing, the innovation required to combat pandemic flu has most closely reflected the characteristics of a single best-effort global public good. The WHO has limited capacity when it comes to supporting drug innovation and is even less able to respond as rapidly as required to develop new treatments to combat emerging flu strains. In contrast, the United States does have significant capacity to rapidly coordinate efforts to develop new treatments for flu and other emerging diseases. Its Project Bioshield involves a multi-billion dollar effort to foster
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innovation against a range of potential disease threats, including the
development of flu vaccines and antiviral treatments.\textsuperscript{46} Of course, the
reliance on such a single best-effort to develop new treatments also
highlights the related distributional challenges involved. Nonetheless, it
seems unlikely in the near term that rapid innovation to confront new
strains of the flu will be accomplished without such a single best-effort.

Pandemic flu reveals the limits of trying to categorize global health
challenges as either single best-effort, aggregate effort, or weakest-link
global public goods. Instead, the case study suggests a more promising
approach: to view these categories as highlighting the unique challenges of
innovation, financing, and compliance. It also suggests that despite the
priority that many state actors place on global preparedness for pandemic
flu, the first reports of a new strain are as likely to come from non-state
actors as from leading states. Re-conceptualizing the categories of global
public goods helps inform the approach and participants required at
different stages of global public goods production.

III. RETHINKING GOVERNANCE FOR GLOBAL PUBLIC GOODS

As the specific case studies reveal, different strategies and institutions
are required to respond to different stages of global public goods
production. The challenge of innovation in the context of global health can
often be accomplished through the efforts of a single country or a single
actor. Financing for global health rarely requires the participation of all
countries but usually depends upon contributions from a sufficient number
of well-resourced countries. However, compliance often depends on nearly
universal cooperation. New approaches to governance which take into
account these discrete challenges are crucial to enhancing the provision of
global public goods for health. While international institutions can
overcome some of the coordination challenges involved in the production
of global public goods, many of these institutions are not well placed to
overcome the underlying free-rider problem. Incorporating non-state actors
more fully into the governance of global health is one strategy that builds
on their increasingly important role in the production of global public
goods. Analyzing global health challenges through the lens of these
different stages of global public goods production makes it clear how
important non-state actors will be as part of the global response to health
challenges.
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A. Innovation

Innovation is a major global health challenge because well-resourced countries and private firms often lack sufficient incentive to make major investments in diseases which disproportionately affect people living in low-income countries. Non-state actors are becoming increasingly important in this realm with foundations providing critical early stage funding for the development of vaccines for many leading diseases. Yet neither current market incentives nor philanthropy have yet proven up to the challenge of fostering sufficient innovation when it comes to a wide range of infectious diseases. Of the nearly 1400 new medicines developed in the last quarter of the twentieth century, only one percent of these were drugs which responded to tropical diseases or tuberculosis.47

The development of new malaria treatments reflects the crucial role for a “single best-effort” in the realm of innovation and drug development. To respond to the growing resistance of mosquitoes to existing treatments in Southeast Asia during the Vietnam War, the Chinese government employed 500 scientists over a period of fourteen years to identify a new treatment for malaria. Known as Project 523, the effort involved screening 40,000 known chemicals and searching sources from traditional medicine in rural China.48 Ultimately, an herb that had been identified for its healing properties as far back as 168 B.C. was determined to quickly kill the parasites transmitted by malarial mosquitoes. The discovery proved to be a tremendous advance in the global response to malaria and is now used as standard treatment in combination with other slower acting drugs as part of the artemisinin combination therapy. Insecticide treated bed-nets similarly emerged from the efforts of national governments to reduce casualties from malaria during World War II.49 However, both artemisinin therapy and insecticide treated bed-nets only became widely available in low-income
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countries after new financing mechanism generated economies of scale which significantly drove down the unit costs of production.50

While the example of malaria reflects the potential and limits of government led innovation, non-state actors are also playing an increasingly significant role in shaping the direction of global health research. A recent analysis of funding for major drug development initiatives focused on neglected diseases found that foundations accounted for more than three-quarters all investments.51 Non-state actors are also centrally involved in re-shaping the markets for many drugs in the developing world. Some of these actors are brokering long-term deals to lower the costs of medicines, while others helped to catalyze major generic producers to enter the market in the first place. The Gates Foundation alone invested nearly $12 billion overall in global health between 1994 and 2008.52 One World Health, a drug development organization and the first non-profit pharmaceutical company in the United States, has contributed to new drugs now used against a range of infectious diseases.53

Ultimately, the underlying challenge to generating innovation in the context of global health is to better align the incentives that link investments with results. Smarter incentive systems for innovation in global health become all the more important in motivating the necessary single best-effort in a world in which diverse sets of actors are involved in innovation. The incentives for global health innovation could be enhanced through the adoption of new kinds of reward systems. For example, a health impact fund might increase incentives for innovators to develop medicines for some of the major killer diseases around the world by rewarding them on the basis of lives saved in exchange for low-cost distribution.54 A closer alignment between investments in global health innovation and results is likely to be a critical feature of fostering future innovation.
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B. Financing

Despite important progress over the last decade, the challenge of global health financing remains a major obstacle to the provision of global public goods and a challenge of aggregate effort, since it is rare that a single nation can or will invest the resources needed to generate an adequate supply of global public goods. At the same time, this aggregate effort increasingly involves diverse types of actors. The polio eradication campaign points to the direct role of non-state actors in global health financing, with the Rotary Club becoming one of the largest contributors overall to the effort and the Gates foundation emerging as a leading contributor in recent years. Just as important as this direct role in financing is the indirect role of non-state actors in catalyzing resource commitments by national governments. For example, the success of the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI) in resource mobilization reflects, in part, the strong sense of ownership by diverse stakeholders that has been fostered through their participation in the governance of GAVI. With the slow growth of development assistance for global health challenges, which doubled between 2001 and 2008, new financing mechanisms are likely to become increasingly important in delivering global public goods. A range of innovative financing mechanisms have emerged over the last decade to finance global public goods for health, but most of these mechanisms still require an aggregate effort. One innovative approach to financing eradication campaigns is through debt-swaps, in which countries that expand their immunization coverage are rewarded with lower levels of debt. The buy-down arrangement for polio eradication by the World Bank made a real contribution to ensuring the stable supply of vaccines in that country and to increasing levels of population immunity.

While the exact mechanisms vary, most current approaches to financing global public goods for health remain essentially voluntary. In some cases, these contributions are treated as assessments or dues, based on a fair share calculation, but nearly all investments by national governments
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in delivering global public goods for health are still voluntary. One mechanism which has moved beyond discretionary financing is UNITAID, which relies on designated airline taxes implemented at the national level to generate resources. Shipping and aviation fuel taxation has also been put forward as an approach to financing global public goods for health that would be less subject to the fluctuations in donor contributions. While distinct from the current voluntary mechanisms for mobilizing resources for global health, even these innovative mechanisms would still require the aggregate effort of a wide range of countries implementing these policies in order to be effective. The central challenge for global health financing is to move from purely voluntary mechanisms of fostering aggregate effort to more automatic mechanisms that catalyze adequate financing to deliver global public goods.

C. Compliance

One of the most difficult obstacles to delivering global public goods for health is the challenge of securing nearly universal compliance. When it comes to the surveillance and reporting of emerging diseases, the new International Health Regulations continue to lack effective enforcement mechanisms. In the global health context, there is no significant international capacity to impose costs for non-compliance within current legal and institutional arrangements. Nor are there mechanisms for individual states to enforce obligations through self-help, as is sometimes the case in other sectors. The challenge of compliance when it comes to global public goods for health remains a weakest-link problem in which new sources of pressure are often required to foster cooperation.

In the absence of centralized tools that foster universal compliance, decentralized strategies often become the last line of global defense. The challenge of compliance in delivering global public goods for health depends upon the capacity of a wide range of actors to increase the costs to states of non-compliance and to help overcome resistance among sub-national actors. Reaching universal compliance requires cooperation that extends to the level of local communities, to non-state actors, and even to individuals. Decentralized disease surveillance can serve as an important

global first warning system in the absence of effective state compliance with reporting requirements.

Increased involvement by non-governmental organizations responding to the challenge of disease surveillance is extremely valuable in fostering decentralized compliance. The involvement of non-state actors has proven quite important to increasing rates of polio immunization; community participation was crucial to the acceptance of polio vaccines by parents in India and contributed to the decline of cases in northern Nigeria beginning in 2007.62 The weakest-link challenge in global health requires a decentralized approach to governance through which diverse actors can contribute directly to disease surveillance and catalyze states and sub-national actors to cooperate in implementing global health interventions.

CONCLUSION

The concept of global public goods offers a useful frame for analyzing a range of pressing global health challenges. The categories of weakest-link, single best-effort, and aggregate effort global public goods reveal distinct obstacles involved in responding to emerging infectious diseases and eradicating major diseases. Yet these categories are less helpful in differentiating particular global health challenges than they are in highlighting different dimensions or stages of these challenges. Innovation in the global health context is primarily a single best-effort problem, global health financing is usually an aggregate effort challenge, and compliance generally reflects a weakest-link problem. The recognition that different dimensions of global health challenges require distinct approaches suggests that diverse models of governance may be necessary to ensure the provision of global public goods for health. Innovation requires a better alignment of incentives with results, financing increasingly depends upon creating more automatic mechanisms for capturing resources, and compliance demands more decentralized means of enforcement.

While global health is the focus here, it is plausible that these stages of innovation, financing, and compliance could usefully be applied to other types of global public goods as well. For example in the climate context, it is likely that innovation, in areas such as geo-engineering, will reflect a single best-effort. However, the financing of a comprehensive response to climate change will surely be a challenge requiring an aggregate effort. While the overall challenge of compliance mitigating greenhouse gases has sometimes been framed as an aggregate effort problem, it could also be

viewed as a weakest-link problem since it likely requires the participation of all the major emitters to be successful. Without the involvement of both China and the United States no climate agreement has much chance of ultimate success regardless of the aggregate effort of other nations.

In applying the concept of global public goods to contemporary global challenges, existing tools of analysis can be applied in innovative ways in order to better understand the key challenges involved in innovation, financing, and compliance. At each key stage, non-state actors are transforming the landscape of global public goods production and highlighting the need for new forms of governance. Contrary to the conventional wisdom that wider participation is an obstacle to effective collective action, incorporating a wider range of stakeholders can strengthen the global capacity to deliver global public goods.